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Posted: 4:10 p.m. Saturday, Oct. 26, 2013

Hawks waive Dawson; roster at 15 

By Chris Vivlamore

The Hawks waived forward Eric Dawson Saturday trimming their roster to 15 players.

The non-roster invitee saw limited action in the preseason. He has appeared in three exhibitions and played 34 minutes
with nine points and 12 rebounds.

The Hawks had to be down to a maximum of 15 players by Monday at 5 p.m., the deadline for opening day roster to be set.

In other practice news from Saturday:

* Forward/center Gustavo Ayon (right shoulder) took part in non-contact practice drills Saturday. Ayon was expected to miss
four to eight weeks after being injured in the Hawks opening exhibition game Oct. 7.
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no word on when PERO TRASHO will be waived?

Posted by KeyserSoze at 4:39 p.m. Oct. 26, 2013
Report Abuse

Pero has a guaranteed contract ... [I think] ?

Look for PA to eventually become trade filler.

Posted by AstroJoe at 4:45 p.m. Oct. 26, 2013
Report Abuse

Antic is a 3rd string center that makes less than $2M. When Horford, Millsap, Brand and Ayon are all healthy, Antic will serve
as the human victory cigar (for one team or the other).

Posted by 45cop at 11:49 p.m. Oct. 26, 2013
Report Abuse

Bye, Dawson. You never had a chance on the Tank Squad.

Posted by -sting- at 9:15 a.m. Oct. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

mack over ivey suggests tank mode is serious. oh sorry, development is the direction we are headed.

anyone not seeing how fragile this team is? 

long periods without scoring? 

second unit slammed by vets on other teams holding the same roles? 

long losing streaks against the best, few wins among the best? 

no blow out wins? 

tight games against the second and third tier teams? 

fatigue of the front line guys doing what they have never been called upon to doas the season wears on?

one disastrous injury or two at the thinnest of positions? er, any position. they are all thin.

still think playoffs?

is the nba really that bad in the east?
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wake me for the second round of the playoffs.

meanwhile, i'll watch and hope these guys grow, the team gets better over time and some order forms around there chaos.
wins will not be the barometer of success, beware.

Posted by knudegard1 at 9:33 a.m. Oct. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

We are hurting in rebounding and will get hammered by bigs on other teams.

Posted by TreeRollins at 10:02 a.m. Oct. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

Chris, do you see this team pushing past the .500 mark this season? It just seems likes the cupboard is pretty bare after
letting Josh and Zha Zha walk and basically getting nothing from the draft. What do you see as Danny's strategy here?

Posted by KeyserSoze at 1:45 p.m. Oct. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

TreeRollins

" basically getting nothing from the draft "

?????????????????????????????????

Excuse me , what ?

Posted by KeyserSoze at 3:31 p.m. Oct. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

A different POV:

* Definitely -NOT- Tanking
* The Glass is not quite -half full- just yet
* The Glass is certainly not -half empty-
-Yet-
It seems as if I`m saying the glass is more than half empty.
Nay Nay:
Our Team is in transition, and the transition is not complete.

We have:
1) assets
2) a bevy of talented young players [some of which are in Europe]
3) we have an organization with a plan (3 yrs ago we were begging for such)
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4) a Coach with a Philosophy [system] both offensively & defensively

Let us compare to last yr::
* Essentially we flipped Josh for Millsap on the roster
* We flipped ageing and oft injured vets for promising young talent.

-note- ... the Pero for Petro seems an alliteration as well as a comedic exchange of Centers.

We have depth at pg Jeff & Dennis
We have depth at the [2] Korv, JJ, and I`m thinking *Cunningham will surprise.
* [Jared Cunningham - really gets to the line]
* [3] our weak spot though Carroll will play hard and defend with Korv to backup.
* PM @ the [4] not the talent of Josh but virtually the same production on offense. + [Scott]
* Al is Al / Top twenty player in the League just not on this blog. + [Brand]
If Ayon and Lou return ... our depth will be better than last ...
-which leads-

Me into the fact we will be a 2nd half team.
1) experience
2) feasting on the tankers
3) We will make a trade !

Assets:::
Teaguer, Cunningham, draft picks, Millsap, Jenkins, Scott, ++

possible acquisitions:::
Gordon Hayward, DeMar DeRozan, Pau Gasol ... others
-NOW-

That is why I say our Glass is slightly below half full right now.
Yet, the way I view things, the glass is filling as we speak.
It may not overflow this yr.
But Flow it will.

This team will jell, have a strong 2nd half;
reach 40 plus wins and make the play-offs !

Our future is bright my friends. 

Posted by wordsmithtom at 5:52 p.m. Oct. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

So, we got nothing from the draft. Schroeder and Cunningham are nothing? Plus two centers developing in Spain. Sheesh.
Signing Brand and Ayon more than make up for Z man who is getting older and hurt a lot. Milsap a solid replacement for
Smith. Deeper, younger, and more talent than last year. Not a championship squad, but one on the rise.

Posted by brigadierjerry at 6:43 p.m. Oct. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

Interesting thread topic on Jeff Teague and Dennis Schroder on RealGm

http://forums.realgm.com/boards/viewtopic.php?f=6&t=1279272&start=60
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Posted by brigadierjerry at 6:54 p.m. Oct. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

doc,

i agree with a lot of your points. I see a transition year for the Hawks. Moving in another direction. I can see Horford and/or
Milsap being traded at trade deadline especially if the Hawks do not have a good record and maybe get some expiring
contracts. This and I think next season will be all about development I think of Schroder. Bebe I am not sure of. I can also
see them bring Muscala at some point. To me as far as the makeup of the team stands, I see the Hawks at best a 7 or 8th
seed but that really isnt the issue for this season if the Hawks make the playoffs or not this season. If you are into the Hawks
tanking then I would assume you would root for them not to make the playoffs this season.

The key will be how Ferry and Management builds the team and draft correctly this time and how it will look like in the next
couple of years if they are able to build a championship contender or not.

We will see what happens this year. I will be watching.

Posted by Slimjr at 6:56 p.m. Oct. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

RED ALERT!! RED ALERT!!!

MATT RYAN HAS BEEN INTERCEPTED AGAIN FOR THE THIRD TIME TODAY BY THE CARDINAL'S DEFENSE!

LETS SEE, THAT'S EIGHT INTERCEPTS IN JUST TWO GAMES...

THE FALCON ARE GETTING CRUSHED 24-6 LATE IN THE 4TH QTR! THIS SEASON IS OFFICIALLY OVA!

OH THE AGONY BIG RAY?

Posted by Slimjr at 7:04 p.m. Oct. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

doc, 

my suspicion is a slow start out the gate then with these grueling back to backs coming up, the Hawks may fade against the
elites of the East in the 2nd half of the season..I believe Danny will pull the trigger if they slide too far before the deadline.

It could get real ugly... 

The Falcons down 27-6! SMH!

Posted by Slimjr at 7:31 p.m. Oct. 27, 2013
Report Abuse
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NEWS FLASH!!!!!

ICE MELT just threw his 4th interception!

Thats NINE intercepts in 2 games against the Cardinals! The Falcons have 27 rushing yards!

Brutal!

Posted by cp229 at 8:11 p.m. Oct. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

Tough year for Georgia sports fans

Posted by RamonReturns at 8:20 p.m. Oct. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

I really dislike the prospect of Al matching up with other PF's with mobility primarily. 

However, a possible all star break deal could be sending Millsap to Houston Asik. By doing this deal, the Hawks moves
directly into a better defensive team (on paper any way). And they position themselves as only being a 2 guard and a wing
away from truly competing under the right system (which we supposedly have now). 

Even adding Luol Deng on a reasonable 3 year deal, with that lineup, would be a very strong defensive lineup. 

Schroedner, Deng, Al, Asik (I left Teague out on purpose, because he would be traded next off season when DS is ready to
take over), is a very fierce defensive lineup if Al goes back to being the 'Boss'! In that lineup you have your rim protector, your
ball stopper, and your elite wing defender who can knock down the corner 3. If Al starts to play more defensive in terms of
drawing more charges and sliding his feet (ala Shane Battier and Josh), then that defense could definitely make some
noise in playoffs. 

Would that lineup be a championship lineup? No. But that lineup would be one or two players away from being able to
compete and goto the Finals. 

Personally, December 15th, I would swing for the fences (if accepted) and send Teague and Horford to OKC for Westbrook
(coming off surgery- yes), Collison (the most underrated player in the NBA), and Thabeet (for salary purposes). 

Then I still would turn and attempt to trade Millsap for Asik. 

The entire plan would be centered around Westbrook moving to the 2-guard and Schroedner running the point, with Asik
cleaning up down low. If Westbrook takes a while to recover, this only puts you in better lottery position, while giving value
minutes to your young players. Westbrook is only a wild cannon if he's running the offense. This is why he wouldn't be
running it. Yet there are still very few 2 guards in the league who can guard Westbrook, and who he can't guard. You add
Deng to that mix during the off season, with Korver coming off the bench, and you have a better version of Chicago because
you're younger. 

OKC would do that deal (in my mind) because this deal would give them the front court they need to compete with Memphis,
with Perkins being able to come off the bench for the remainder of the year. And it would give them a floor general in Teague
who doesn't steal the shine from Durant. 
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Posted by RamonReturns at 8:22 p.m. Oct. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

I want Bill Cowher or John Gruden. But I think either Brian Billick or even possibly Tom Coughlin will be the next head coach
of the Falcons in 2014.

Posted by KeyserSoze at 9:03 p.m. Oct. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

As for the Falcons:

They need @ least three [if not five] *"`new`"* offensive linemen
before anyone even starts yakking about the coach. 

slim:
The same for Matty Ice. - Gotta have blocking.

While they are at it;
blocking Tight End and a Legit Fullback.

One more item:
Why did we get rid of one washed up running back and spend mucho $$$
for another washed up running back ?

Mike Smith and Matty Ice will catch hell `cause one is the Coach
while the other is the face of the franchise;
but neither of the two can block for the other !

From the 1st drive of the season,
it was apparent the Falcons had "no" "zero" "nada" offensive line.
The only thing offensive about the Falcons line is:
"they are Offensive" !

Posted by KeyserSoze at 9:08 p.m. Oct. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

Ra`mon

I do not think OKC would do that trade ...
but I would trade any combination of players on our -active- roster 
*"``cept``"* Dennis for Westbrook !
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